JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT IT
WAS OUT, POLICY IS PULLED
BACK IN
Blake Andrew, Antonia Maioni and Stuart Soroka
Building on a data set collected for the 2004 federal campaign, McGill
University’s Observatory on Media and Public Policy (OMPP) has once again
investigated election coverage in seven major Canadian newspapers, for the
2006 federal election campaign. After analyzing all election articles for a variety
of factors, such as focus (issues-oriented vs. horse-race-oriented), tone, first
mentions and issue content, their principal conclusion is that newspaper
coverage was mainly issues-oriented. Relatively speaking, journalists allocated
much more space to substantive policy discussion than they did to polling
coverage and the vicissitudes of the campaign trail. The policy agenda was also
not one-dimensional; government accountability was just one of a number of
salient issues over the campaign. National unity, crime and taxes were among
the broad range of policy issues that shared media spotlight. Perhaps most
importantly, the shift away from corruption and accountability — particularly
during weeks 2 through 4 — coincided with the positive shift in Conservative
coverage. Policy discussion, accordingly, appears to have been critical to the final
outcome of the 2006 campaign.
Comme ils l’avaient fait pour la campagne électorale fédérale de 2004, Blake Andrew,
Antonia Maioni et Stuart Soroka de l’Observatoire des médias et des politiques
publiques de l’Université McGill ont examiné comment sept grands journaux du pays
ont couvert la campagne de 2006. Après une analyse fondée sur des facteurs comme
la cible des articles, leur ton, l’exclusivité des faits rapportés et l’intérêt du contenu, ils
concluent que les journaux ont effectivement traité des questions de fond. Somme
toute, les journalistes ont accordé beaucoup plus d’espace aux vrais débats qu’aux
variations des sondages ou aux tribulations de la campagne. Leur couverture n’était
pas non plus unidimensionnelle puisqu’ils ont abordé, au-delà de la responsabilité
gouvernementale, de nombreuses questions comme l’unité nationale, la criminalité
et la fiscalité. On notera surtout que le retrait des thèmes de la corruption et de
l’imputabilité, notamment entre les deuxième et quatrième semaines de la
campagne, a coïncidé dans la couverture médiatique avec un virage favorable aux
conservateurs. L’accent mis par la presse sur les véritables enjeux politiques semble
donc avoir exercé une réelle influence sur les résultats du scrutin.

T

he 2004 election campaign presented a very narrow set of issues to Canadian voters. Opposition
parties hammered Canadians with the following
message: think about the sponsorship scandal, and punish this Liberal Party for it. The Liberals, of course, countered with a different reading of the scandal, and warned
Canadians what Conservatives might do with social policies (particularly same-sex marriage and abortion) and
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health care. With only a few fleeting exceptions, the parties’ campaigns were made up entirely of these few issues
and that was reflected in media coverage. News content
focused on sponsorship, social policy and health care,
and — in the absence of any other policy content — the
horse race.
Eighteen months later, on the cusp of winter tire season and with an eight-week federal election campaign to

Just when you thought it was out, policy is pulled back in
coders were randomly assigned and
rotated through newspapers during
the campaign. In total, over 3,500
articles, drawn from the main news
sections of each newspaper, were ana-

tioned in an article, in the order in
which they appear, as an indication
of prominence. “First mentions” are
a particularly valuable indicator of
the issue agenda and the prominence of parties and leaders in the campaign. We
Canadians must have wondered about their prospects for
something new. It came as a surprise to many that they got it. also recorded the general
focus of articles: primarily
The 2006 election will certainly be remembered for the
campaign-focused (“horse
resulting change in Ottawa, but the campaign itself was also a race”), or primarily issuememorable one. It was a campaign of ideas and issues. Policy focused. This provides an
indication of how much
platforms, above and beyond the government accountability
coverage is focused on
issue, were not just on the table during the 2006 campaign,
polling results and stories
they actually took up most of the space there. Indeed, from a about the campaign trail,
versus policy issues.
news media perspective, the anatomy of this Canadian
We also included one
election was very different from the last one. Canadians read
set of subjective codes for
much more about issues, and they were exposed to a much
tone — positive, negative
wider conversation about substantive policy options.
or neutral — for parties
and leaders. To ensure as
lyzed in our study: 2,431 news stories
much reliability as possible, all
remembered for the resulting change
and 1,319 editorial and opinion
coders went through a practice sesin Ottawa, but the campaign itself
pieces. (Detailed data are available at
sion, and there were weekly meetings
was also a memorable one. It was a
ompp.mcgill.ca)
and communication throughout the
campaign of ideas and issues. Policy
campaign. Stories were also randomly
platforms, above and beyond the
selected for double-coding to check
government accountability issue,
he media content analysis tracks
“inter-coder reliability” — the consiswere not just on the table during the
the volume and tone of covertency with which different coders
2006 campaign, they actually took up
age for parties and leaders, as well as
come up with identical codes. For the
most of the space there. Indeed, from
trends in issue salience, and the
objective material, this is of course
a news media perspective, the anatostudy was designed in a way that
relatively easy; for the subjective
my of this Canadian election was
most codes are purely objective —
“tone” codes, we had to be very carevery different from the last one.
that is, not dependent on subjective
ful. Our instructions to coders were
Canadians read much more about
decisions by coders. The study
as follows: the default “tone” for all
issues, and they were exposed to a
recorded, for instance, the first three
mentions is neutral; a leader or party
much wider conversation about subparties, leaders and issues menstantive policy options.
How did this play out this time
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have wondered about their prospects
for something new. It came as a surprise to many that they got it. The
2006 election will certainly be
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Figure 3 shows trends in the
in the news media at the start of the
mention has to be very clearly positive
prominence of individual policy
campaign, and then re-emerged as
or negative to be coded as such. We
issues over the campaign. National
the most salient issue of the cammay have missed some of the more
unity was a relatively prominent
paign’s second half, aided by news
subtle tone in articles, but then so do
issue in the campaign, not just
that the RCMP was launching an
regular readers of the newspapers.
because the Liberal Party attempted
investigation into a Liberal governPredictably, most of the clearly posito portray itself as the only “nationment decision on income trusts.
tive or negative tone for parties and
al” party, but also because of the
Indeed, the overall salience of
leaders occurs in the editorial and
Conservative Party’s “open federalaccountability and corruption in
opinion pages.
ism,” which proposed a role for
the past two election campaigns is
That is the study, then; what
Quebec at international conferences
difficult to overstate. It was the
were the results? First was the (rather
unexpected) focus on
issues. Figures 1 and 2 By far the most salient issue of this campaign was, as in 2004,
show the weekly proporgovernment accountability and corruption. Figure 3 shows that
tion of policy versus
horse-race coverage in corruption was the most prominent issue in the news media at
2004 and 2006, and the start of the campaign, and then re-emerged as the most
illustrate the principal salient issue of the campaign’s second half, aided by news that
difference between the
the RCMP was launching an investigation into a Liberal
two campaigns. For
practically the entire government decision on income trusts.
2006 campaign, the voland a solution to the so-called fiscal
ume of articles focused on policy dismost discussed item in the press for
imbalance between provinces and
cussion was greater than, or at least
four of five weeks in the 2004 camthe federal government. Indeed,
equal to, the number of articles
paign, and it was the leading issue
national unity became the most
devoted to the election horse race.
for five of the eight campaign weeks
salient issue in week 4, at the very
During the 2004 election, policy
during the 2006 election. In effect,
moment that the Conservatives
issues had played a much more limitgovernment process rather than sperevealed their policy. National unity
ed role in media coverage, a role
cific government policies has domiregained momentum during the final
increasingly constrained as the camnated recent election news in
three weeks of the campaign as allepaign progressed. In 2006, coverage
Canada.
gations surfaced about spending
of parties’ policy proposals was not
irregularities by Option Canada dureclipsed by polls and campaign strathe prominence of accountability
ing the 1995 Quebec referendum.
egy. The majority of this election
and corruption issues in media
There were a number of other
campaign’s media coverage was policoverage is therefore not surprising.
important issues over the campaign.
cy-focused.
What is striking is that the shift in
Taxes and crime led media coverage
voter preferences captured in polls
during
week
2;
this
followed
the
did not coincide with heightened
FIGURE 3. ISSUE COVERAGE BY WEEK (%)
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mental policy, as did the US ambasConservative support occurred fol10
sador’s response. And health care and
lowing three weeks of substantive
social issues also received some coverpolicy discussion in which governage, but they did not dominate the
ment accountability appeared in only
5
policy discussion as they had in the
about 10 percent of the stories on the
2004 campaign.
election. The implication is that,
more so than negative stories about
0
Liberal corruption, substantive policy
y far the most salient issue of
coverage was critical to the
this campaign was, as in 2004,
Conservatives’ electoral success.
government
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What about coverage of parties
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leaders over the campaign?
tion
was
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most
prominent
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Source: Observatory on Media and Public Policy.
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in the tone of coverage for the
Conservatives and their leader.

W

hile Harper and his party
gained momentum during the
early stages of the campaign, Paul
Martin lost the most ground, at least
where tone of news coverage is the
measure. Martin’s net coverage
decreased seven percentage points
from -5 in the first week to -12 by
week 4. Meanwhile, the net tone for
Bloc Québécois and NDP leaders
remained relatively stable; Jack
Layton dropped four percentage
points while Gilles Duceppe gained
four percentage points.
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Where tone is concerned, it is worth
noting that the tone of news coverage in this election was predominantly neutral, and — as in 2004 —
any clearly positive or negative tone
was mainly reserved for columns and
editorials. And, when an opinion
was cast about a party or a leader, it
was much more likely to be negative
than positive.
The main difference in 2006 was
the evolution of party and leader
tone over the course of the campaign. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate
trends in “net tone,” measured as
the percent positive mentions minus
percent negative mentions, and thus
indicating the relative weight of positive over negative coverage. The figures show the gains made by
Stephen
Harper
and
the
Conservative Party during the second, third and fourth weeks of the
campaign; Harper’s net tone jumped
from -16 to +10 and Conservative
coverage improved from -6 to +7.
These shifts show the extent to
which the Conservative Party benefited most from these early weeks of
sustained
policy
discussion.
Proposals relating to the GST, child
care and national unity not only
seem to shift the issue agenda away
from accountability, but also coincide with significant improvements
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In the final weeks, net tone for
all parties and leaders converged
somewhat. By week 8, coverage of the
Conservatives, Bloc Québécois and
NDP was almost identical in terms of
tone. The tone of coverage about
Stephen Harper and Jack Layton was
also about the same at the end of the
campaign, though Gilles Duceppe
lost more ground during the final
week of the campaign, sliding from
-2 to -6. Even the Liberals and Paul
Martin received more positive coverage during the second half of the
campaign. In fact, the final week of
the 2006 campaign was the most positive of all for Paul Martin. At the
end, however, he and the Liberal
Party were still well below the average tone received by all other parties
and leaders.

C

overage of parties and leaders
also has to do with their prominence in media reports. To capture
this, we relied on “first mentions” —
the party or leader mentioned first in
each article. First mentions indicate
who is framing the election campaign — whether the article is about
Martin, for instance, and others
reacting to Martin, or, alternatively,
about Harper, and others reacting to
Harper. Figure 6 shows first mentions
over the campaign.
As in 2004, Paul Martin led first
mentions for most of the 2006 campaign. It’s not clear this benefited his
cause since the coverage was almost
entirely negative. Indeed, we found
that the net tone for Liberals was
improving, just as their prominence
in
stories
was
decreasing.
Significantly, the opposite was true
for Conservatives — their net tone
was improving alongside their
increasing prominence in coverage.
The last two weeks of the campaign
were all about Stephen Harper.
During the final days, more than half
of the articles involving party leaders
mentioned Harper first.
In addition to campaign trends,
our analysis of media coverage also
sheds light on differences between
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content is much greater than tone in
tive than coverage in other newspanewspapers. How did that coverage
news coverage. Indeed, it is rare for
pers. For each, we distinguish
differ? Election campaigns tend to renews coverage to show any signifibetween (1) editorial and opinion,
invigorate concerns about “media
cant tone at all. The traditional wall
and (2) news. The distinction is critibias,” among party leaders, political
of separation is certainly evident
cal. The function of opinion and edistrategists and journalists alike. In
here, although it also true that where
torial pieces is to convey opinion,
the last campaign, we found evidence
there is tone in news content, it
and we should reasonably expect
of partisan biases in newspaper editotends to be in the same direction as
there to be “bias” reflected in these
rials and opinion pieces, but relativethe tone in editorial content. Put difpieces. News stories are supposed to
ly neutral news coverage. The
ferently, where editorial and opinion
be relatively neutral, however. This is
analysis of this campaign reinforces
pieces
tend
to
support
the
the traditional “wall of separation”
that conclusion.
Conservatives, news content on the
between editorial and news content.
Figure 7 shows mean-adjusted
Conservatives is more likely to lean
Separating our results into these two
“net tone” (that is, percent positive
mentions minus percent
negative mentions of a The main difference in 2006 was the evolution of party and
party) ratings for the
leader tone over the course of the campaign. The figures show
two leading parties in
the 2006 campaign, in the gains made by Stephen Harper and the Conservative Party
each of our seven news- during the second, third, and fourth week of the campaign;
papers. To mean-adjust Harper’s net tone jumped from -16 to +10 and Conservative
net tone ratings, we
coverage improved from -6 to +7. These shifts show the extent
take the average net
tone for a party in all to which the Conservative Party benefited most from these
newspapers — listed in early weeks of sustained policy discussion.
table 1 — and look at
— albeit slightly — in a positive
the difference between that and the
categories allows us to test just how
direction than in a negative direcnet tone for that party in each indithick this wall is.
tion. It is notable that two of the few
vidual newspaper. For example: table
We note, first of all, the tendencases in which this was not the case
1 shows that the average net tone for
cy for media to present mainly neginvolved
coverage
of
the
Liberals in editorial and opinion
ative information. That is, on
Conservative Party in the Globe and
pieces was nearly -28; net tone in the
virtually any issue we should expect
La Presse. Both papers showed negaCalgary Herald was -43; so the meannews content to tend toward the
tive editorial and opinion coverage,
adjusted net tone — the difference
negative — this is the function of a
but mildly positive news coverage.
between the Calgary Herald and the
critical “fourth estate,” after all. This
And in the end, both papers endorsed
average — was -15. That is, net tone
negative tendency is reflected in figthe Conservatives.
for the Liberals in Calgary Herald ediures 4 and 5, which lump together
torial and opinion was 15 points
news and editorial content to show
below the average.
weekly trends. In both figures, ratur analysis has tried to paint,
ings are much more often below the
in rather broad strokes, a piczero
line
than
they
are
above
it.
The
ture
of the 2006 campaign as it
ean-adjusted measures provide
tendency is also shown in table 1,
appeared in newspaper content. On
a good sense, then, for
which shows the average net tone
several fronts, the 2006 picture is
whether coverage in one newspaper
for parties over the entire campaign,
similar to that in 2004. Corruption
tended to be more negative or posiseparating news and editorial conremained a central issue in the 2006
tent.
Four
values
hover
very
close
to
campaign, and clearly did damage to
TABLE 1. AVERAGE NET TONE FOR
neutral;
the
other
four
are
clearly
the Liberal brand. The overall net
PARTIES (%)
negative.
tone for parties and leaders tended
It is also the case that net tone
toward the negative, particularly for
News
Opinions
varies
much
more
in
editorial
than
in
Martin and the Liberals, who started
and editorials
news content, exactly as we should
well below the other parties and
expect.
This
is
true
in
table
1;
it
is
leaders and remained there for the
Liberal
-7.04
-27.62
CPC
-0.60
2.09
also the case when we look at newsduration of the campaign. And ediNDP
0.79
-9.41
papers separately in figure 7. In every
torial and opinion content showed
BQ
0.05
-9.16
case where net tone is significantly
clear partisan preferences, generally
Source: Observatory on Media and Public Policy.
different from zero, tone in editorial
in line with widely accepted beliefs
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FIGURE 7. NET TONE FOR PARTIES, BY NEWSPAPER
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about the newspapers in our study,
while news content remained relatively neutral.
There are important differences
on other fronts, however, and these
are worth highlighting. Indeed,
these differences may explain how
and why Stephen Harper became
prime minister. First is the rather
extraordinary focus on policy issues
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in this campaign — extraordinary in
the sense that many expected a vacuous and vicious election campaign,
and this was not the case. There was
much more policy discussion in
2006 than in 2004, and this discussion dealt with a more diverse range
of issues. This issue focus was in
large part due to the Conservative
campaign, and apparently with
good reason: the Conservatives
appear to have benefited greatly
from policy discussion. The shift in
Conservative ratings occurred precisely when policy discussion was at
its most active.

the shift in Conservative fortunes
seems here to have been driven in
large part by policy discussion. It is
too early to tell which policies may
have been specifically endorsed by
Canadians, and it seems probable
that there is no single answer —
Quebecers are likely not supporting
the same Conservative policy proposals as Albertans, or Ontarians. Just
the existence of policy proposals
seems to have helped, and this is of
fundamental importance. In the
2006 election campaign, unlike 2004
and in contrast to most predictions,
policy mattered.
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ne lesson of the 2006 campaign
may be that policy discussion
works — that both journalists and
the Canadian electorate may appreciate the opportunity to explore substantive issues. Negative coverage of
Liberals, and ongoing attention to
corruption and scandal, certainly
didn’t hurt the Conservatives. But
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